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Delivering Better Experiences: How 
Australia Post Customer Insights Led to 
Transparent Tracking

CLIENT STORY

“Where is my parcel?” is Australia Post’s most common customer query. Transparent Tracking 
solved this by eliminating the ambiguity and providing greater transparency around parcel 
tracking. This customer-focused initiative resulted in a +20 point increase in NPS, reduced the 
volume of queries related to tracking, and brought significant savings to the organisation!

BUSINESS RESULTS AT-A-GLANCE: 

• Looking to the future, the 
Transparent Tracking initiative is 
expected to double or even triple 
the initial benefits through reducing 
customer contact in the first year

• Increased parcel delivery NPS by 
20 points

• Immediate relief to contact centre 

by reducing overall complaints 

When it comes to deliveries, consumer expectations have changed 

dramatically in a short period of time. With new companies like 

Uber and Amazon on the scene, we all have sky-high expectations 

of the end-to-end delivery experience. Immediacy has become 

the new standard—real-time alerts, easy-to-use apps, and ultimate 

transparency form the basis of consumer expectations towards the 

delivery experience.

Australia Post’s customer feedback kept pointing to an increase in 

frustration around ambiguous parcel delivery updates. Because of 

the network design, it was common for customers to perceive their 

parcels as ‘stuck’ inside one location; although, in reality, it would 

often be on a delivery truck, in transit to the next processing facility.
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Customer Data To The Rescue 
To solve this problem, the “Transparent Tracking” initiative 

was born. This initiative used aggregated scanning data from 

processing facilities, which helps sort parcels to the correct 

destination, and integrated it with the public tracking website 

to clearly show package movement and reassure customers 

that their parcel was on the path to delivery.

Transparent Tracking tapped into the rich operational data 

captured during parcel processing—which, up until now, 

had only been used for freight handling and transport. The 

data was interpreted for customers to provide a sense of 

movement, reassurance and ultimately meet or exceed 

their expectations.

When the pandemic hit, there was a huge growth in 

parcel volumes—because parcel delivery was often 

the only way to receive essential goods and services. 

More parcels meant a higher volume of tracking-related 

customer queries to the contact centre. With the Australia 

Post Contact Centre under enormous pandemic pressure, 

the CX team needed to act fast—and all feedback pointed 

to a solution: reduce the amount of simple tracking-

related queries.

Australia Post Used Customer 
Insights To Identify The Challenge 
The goal was to reduce the amount of tracking-related 

queries, which would have a number of positive 

downstream effects, like reducing customer effort scores 

and allowing customer representatives to focus on more 

complex customer issues.

With customers now expecting more frequent updates 

along the delivery chain, Australia Post set out to optimise 

customer communications. The ultimate goal was to find 

a way to reassure customers that their parcel was indeed 

moving and was not still at the last scanned location.

I have 3 parcels that have been posted nearly 2 
weeks ago, and they have all been stuck in various 
places for ages. Shame on you, Australia Post! ”

Because my parcel is still sitting in Melbourne 
since 29/7 and hasn’t moved! How long do you 
intend to keep it there? Waiting for it to get lost?  I 
am NOT happy! Get the parcel moving asap! ”

My item has not left WA since it was posted over a 
week ago.  Should be in VIC by now.”

“
“

“

Original 
Customer View

New and Improved 
Customer Experience
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If you’d like to discuss your unique requirements and our 
experience in your industry, we’d be delighted to assist. 

AUSTRALIA
+61 (2) 8397 8131 

NEW ZEALAND
+64 9 884 8500

SINGAPORE
+65 6990 7280

or email us at infoapac@inmoment.com

What’s Next for Australia Post? 
Looking to the future, the Transparent Tracking initiative is 

expected to double and potentially even triple the overall 

cost reduction from reduced customer contact centre 

volume within the first year. 

Importantly, and in addition to benefits to the organisation, 

customers were more satisfied with their delivery 

experience. The business saw an increase of around 20 

points in Parcel Tracking NPS after the initiative was 

implemented. And to top it off, customer comments have 

been positive across the board! 

A Little Communication  
Goes A Long Way For  
Customer Satisfaction
The Transparent Tracking initiative was delivered in the 

lead up to Australia Post’s busiest time of the year, in 

Australia’s busiest year for parcel deliveries on record.

To measure the impact of this initiative, the business 

reviewed parcels that were tracked online, and whether 

they had a subsequent contact made to the Customer 

Contact Centre.

After deployment, Australia Post saw a 76% reduction 

in contact to their Customer Contact Centre for queries 

related to those parcels. This resulted in six figure cost 

savings directly attributed to this initiative in the first six 

months from launch!

I gave Australia Post a 10 for all the information 
provided on my delivery. It helps me feel safe 
to know my package is on its way and I can see 
exactly where it is.”“
I click on the tracking number, and it does just that, 
it lets me see where in the process my order is.”“


